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2H -TaS2 undergoes a charge density wave (CDW) transition at TCDW ∼ 75 K, however key questions regarding
the onset of CDW order remain under debate. In this study, we explore the CDW transition through a combination
of temperature and excitation-dependent Raman spectroscopy, angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES), and density functional theory (DFT). Below TCDW we identify two CDW amplitude modes that redshift
and broaden with increasing temperature and one zone-folded mode that disappears above TCDW. Above TCDW,
we observe a strong two-phonon mode that softens substantially upon cooling, which suggests the presence of
substantial lattice distortions at temperatures as high as 250 K. This correlates with the ARPES observation of
the persistence of a CDW energy gap above TCDW and finite-temperature DFT calculations of the phonon band
structure that indicate an instability occurring well above the CDW transition temperature. DFT also provides
the atomic displacements of the CDW amplitude modes and reproduces their temperature dependence. From
these observations we suggest that short range CDW order exists well above TCDW, which poses new questions
regarding the interplay between electronic structure and vibrational modes in layered CDW materials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Group V transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) belong
to a broad class of two-dimensional (2D) materials that ex-
hibit charge density waves (CDWs) and superconductivity.
CDWs are periodic modulations of the electron densities,
accompanied by a simultaneous distortion of the crystal lattice
where the relative periodicity is governed by the location of
the CDW gap in the Brillouin zone. The CDW phase can
be incommensurate, nearly commensurate, or commensurate
with the underlying lattice that governs the relative mismatch
between lattice periodicity and charge modulation. In 2D and
quasi-2D systems, strong electron-phonon interactions at low
temperatures drive the CDW transition [1–4], as opposed
to other mechanisms such as Fermi surface nesting [5,6],
exciton-phonon interactions [7–9], and saddle points near
Fermi energy (EF) [10]. Moreover, recent observations of
opposite trends in layer-dependent CDW and superconduct-
ing transition temperatures for 2H-NbSe2 [11] and 2H-TaS2

[12–14] have prompted new questions regarding the CDWs
in 2D materials. In addition, the electronic phase diagram
of layered CDW materials is highly dependent on the poly-
morph. TaS2 serves as an ideal example: 1T-TaS2 exhibits
transitions between incommensurate, nearly commensurate,
and commensurate CDW phases whereas 2H-TaS2 only has
a single transition from a conventional metallic phase to an
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incommensurate CDW phase [15]. The more exotic 3R and
2Hb-TaS2 [16] structural phases reveal additional complexity
and illustrate the incredible diversity in the CDW order pa-
rameter even with identical chemical composition.

In this study we explore the incommensurate CDW state
in bulk 2H-TaS2, which appears below TCDW ∼ 75 K. While
prior examinations of this material focused on CDWs with
electrical and structural techniques [12,17–21], only two stud-
ies of CDW phonon modes and their associated temperature
dependence have been reported: One performed nearly four
decades ago [22] and a second recent work that focused
on the superconducting Higgs mode [23]. By combining
temperature and excitation-dependent Raman spectroscopy,
density functional theory (DFT) calculations, and angle re-
solved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) data we obtain
insights regarding the nature of the 2H-TaS2 CDW phase
transition. We identify the presence of three CDW modes
below TCDW, one zone-folded and two amplitude modes.
The temperature dependence of the amplitude modes deviate
from the expectations of mean-field theory owing to quan-
tum fluctuations but are captured by finite-temperature DFT
calculations. Above TCDW, we observe a strong two-phonon
mode that originates from finite momentum phonons near the
CDW wave vector. The energy of this feature is highly depen-
dent upon temperature, suggesting that structural instabilities
may exist on short length scales at temperatures T ∼ 280 K.
These Raman observations correlate with the CDW gap [2,24]
closing temperature (T ∗ ∼ 240 K), estimated from the
ARPES data as a function of temperature through TCDW.
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Temperature-dependent DFT calculations of the phonon band
structure also indicate the appearance of a lattice instability
at 280 K, which further validates our interpretation. These
results reveal additional insights on layered CDW systems
and provide a correlated experimental-theoretical study of the
2H-TaS2 system. We anticipate this work will spur further
investigations into the intriguing features of CDW phase
transitions in various TMDs and find relevance in future
efforts to incorporate CDW materials in nonvolatile memory
technology [25–28].

II. METHODS

2H-TaS2 single crystals were grown by chemical vapor
transport using iodine as the transport gas. Energy-dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy scans reveal 66 ± 2% sulphur to tantalum
composition confirming their 2:1 stoichiometric ratio. Bulk
flakes were mechanically exfoliated from these crystals using
a low-tack blue semiconductor tape and transferred onto a
Si/SiO2 substrate (285-nm oxide) in air within 1 h. These bulk
samples were subsequently capped with h-BN to prevent any
further degradation of the sample over time. High-resolution,
polarized Raman measurements were performed from 4–90 K
in a back-scattering configuration. The excitation laser was
at 476 nm and was focused through a 50× objective with
0.82 NA to achieve a diffraction limited spot on the sam-
ple. The laser power was ∼100 µW before the objec-
tive. Scattered light was collected from the sample and di-
rected towards a triple-grating spectrometer with a liquid-
N2 cooled Si-CCD detector. To perform polarization de-
pendent measurements, we kept the excitation polarization
constant and used a linear polarizer to select the parallel
or cross polarization with a half wave plate to rotate the
light to the polarization with higher efficiency in the triple
grating spectrometer. All spectra are taken in the parallel
polarization configuration unless otherwise specified. Ra-
man spectra were taken at 4 K using 458 nm (2.7 eV),
476 nm (2.6 eV), 514 nm (2.41 eV), and 633 nm (1.95 eV)
laser lines keeping the power, polarization, and setup constant.
The high temperature Raman measurements (90–300 K) were
carried out on a home-built confocal microscope setup with
532-nm laser excitation (2-μm spot size; ∼1-mW laser power
preobjective), focused through a 0.5 NA, 50 × long working
distance objective. The light is collected in a back-scattering
geometry, with the collection fiber-coupled to a 500-mm focal
length single spectrometer integrated with a liquid-N2 cooled
CCD detector. The samples in both setups were kept under an
inert environment between measurements.

The ARPES measurements were conducted using the 21.2-
eV He I line of a discharge lamp combined with a Scienta
R3000 analyzer at the University of Virginia. The angular
resolution is ∼0.3°, and the total energy resolution is ∼8–10
meV. For temperature-dependent studies, ARPES data were
collected in a cyclic way to ensure that there were no aging
effects in the spectra. All experiments were performed in an
ultrahigh vacuum (better than 5 × 10−11 Torr).

DFT calculations were carried out using the QUANTUM

ESPRESSO (QE) package [29]. The exchange-correlation
interaction was described by the local density approximations
using the Perdew-Wang parametrization of the correlation

energy [30]. We used the norm-conserving pseudopotential
[31] and the van der Waals density functional method to
capture experimental nonlocal correlations [32]. This combi-
nation of exchange correlation, pseudopotential, and van der
Waals correction was chosen as it gave an equilibrium lattice
constant in excellent agreement with available experimental
data at room temperature (DFT: a = 0.338 nm, c = 1.220 nm,
Exp: a = 0.334 nm, c = 1.217 nm) [33]. The kinetic energy
cutoff of the plane-wave expansion is taken as 50 Ry. All the
geometric structures are fully relaxed until the force on each
atom is less than 0.002 eV/Å, and the energy-convergence
criterion is 1 × 10−6 eV. For the unit cell and supercell
structure relaxation, we used a 16×16×16 and 3×3×8
k-point grid, respectively. For the phonon calculations, we
used a 4×4×4 uniform q grid for the unit cell and for
the supercell we did only a γ -point phonon calculation.
While the DFT calculations were performed at 0 K,
we modeled the temperature effects behind the formation
of the CDW states by varying the electronic temperature,
i.e., tuning the smearing factor σ , which describes the
Fermi-Dirac distribution. This methodology has been
introduced in Refs. [1,34–39] and was recently used by
us to study the effect of temperature on the phonon properties
of 2H-TaSe2 [40]. To validate this approach, we computed
the lattice parameters at different temperatures for the unit
cell and compared it with available experimental results
[33]. We found that our predicted lattice constant along
the c axis is in good agreement with experimental results.
No experimental data are available for the dependence
of lattice constant a on temperature. A 3×3×1 supercell
was used to investigate the CDW structural transition, to
allow for atomic rearrangement, if needed. As it has been
experimentally shown that in 2H-TaS2 only the CDW phase
is incommensurate, we applied a perturbation along the c axis
in the form of small compressive stress to computationally
model incommensurability using a relatively small cell
(3×3×1). This approach was proposed by Janner et al. [41].

III. RESULTS

Comparison of room temperature and low temperature
Raman spectra reveal significant changes originating from
the CDW transition. In Fig. 1(b), we present 300 K Raman
data for 2H-TaS2 in the normal state (the state at tem-
peratures above TCDW), which was acquired with 532-nm
excitation. Four prominent optical phonon modes are ob-
served at 26 cm−1 (E2g), 245 cm−1 (E1g), 290 cm−1 (E2g),
and 404 cm−1 (A1g) in agreement with prior studies [21,22].
The two-phonon feature at 180 cm−1 arises from second-
order scattering of acoustic and quasiacoustic modes near the
CDW wave vector qCDW

∼= 2
3 ГM and is commonly observed

in other Group V TMDs [40,42–45]. The data in Fig. 1(b)
can be fit (red curve) using a combination of eight Voigt
functions. Two of these Voigt functions are used to account
for the Rayleigh background and unassigned spectral weight
in the 350-cm−1 spectral region. Raman mode symmetry
is determined by polarization-resolved measurements and is
in agreement with prior studies on 2H-TaS2 [13,22,23,46].
E and A symmetry modes are shaded in purple and gold,
respectively. DFT calculations of the Raman data using the
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FIG. 1. (a) Mode displacement diagrams corresponding to modes in the normal and CDW phase. (b) Room-temperature Raman spectra of
bulk TaS2 with observed modes and their assignments. The two-phonon mode is shaded brown. Purple and golden shades represent modes with
E and A symmetry, respectively. Grey areas represent fits to the laser Rayleigh line and other features not predicted to be part of the material’s
Raman spectrum. (c) Excitation-dependent Raman measurements performed at 4 K with 458 nm (2.7 eV), 476 nm (2.6 eV), 514 nm (2.4 eV),
and 633 nm (1.95 eV) laser wavelength. Peaks Eamp, Aamp correspond to CDW amplitude modes and EZF is the zone-folded CDW mode.

standard 2H-TaS2 supercell structure reproduce mode fre-
quencies within 15 cm−1 of experimental data and faithfully
reproduce the mode symmetries.

The Raman spectra of 2H-TaS2 is substantially modified
when cooled below TCDW. In Fig. 1(c) we present Raman spec-
tra at 4 K in the CDW state taken with four different excitation
wavelengths. These measurements were performed using a
different cryostat that provides access to multiple laser lines
used for resonance Raman studies: 458 nm (2.7 eV), 476 nm
(2.6 eV), 514 nm (2.14 eV), and 633 nm (1.95 eV). The
spectra in Fig. 1(c) are normalized by the intensity of the
1A1g mode at 404 cm−1 to ease comparison. The most obvious
change in the data is the appearance of sharp modes at
48 cm−1 (Eamp) and 78 cm−1 (Aamp) in all spectra as well as a
weak feature at ∼100 cm−1 that appears with laser excitation
at 476 nm and 514 nm. Polarization-dependent measurements
of the modes at 48 cm−1 and 78 cm−1 are included in the
inset of Fig. 1(c) and indicate the modes are of E and A
symmetry respectively. These features at low wave number
are clearly associated with the CDW state and are consistent
with observations in Group V TMDs [40,47–49], and are
usually referred to as amplitude modes since they modulate

the magnitude of the CDW rather than its phase [22,23,46].
Lack of inversion symmetry breaking in the incommensurate
CDW state of bulk 2H-TaS2 prevents the observation of phase
modes by Raman scattering. The mode at 100 cm−1 is too
weak to be clearly resolved in polarization-dependent data,
but likely emerges from zone folding due to reconstruction of
the Brillouin zone in the CDW state. DFT calculations predict
the CDW modes and their symmetries, along with their atomic
displacements shown in the top left corner [Fig. 1(a)].

The optical modes observed at 300 K remain at 4 K with
only small wave number shifts but with significant changes
in intensity. The shear mode at 26 cm−1 (E2g), two-phonon
mode, and all modes between 180 and 350 cm−1 are weakened
relative to the mode at 404 cm−1 (A1g) regardless of excitation
wavelength. Amplitude modes in 2H-TaS2 appear to have an
interesting dependence on excitation wavelength. In Fig. 1(c),
we observe that the relative intensity of the two most promi-
nent CDW modes is roughly the same when excited at 458 nm.
Upon changing wavelength to 476 and 514 nm it is the E
amplitude mode that dominates, a trend that reverses when
exciting at 633 nm. Note that the weak 100-cm−1 zone-folded
mode also appears in the 514- and 476-nm spectra, which
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FIG. 2. (a) Temperature-dependent Raman spectra of the CDW
modes Eamp and Aamp using 476 nm excitation with a sample
Lorentzian fit shown for the data at 4 K. (b) Frequency of CDW mode
Eamp extracted from the fits plotted as a function of temperatures.
The value of TCDW is fixed at 75 K (c) Frequency of CDW mode Aamp

extracted from the fits plotted as a function of temperature. The value
of TCDW is fixed at 75 K. Dashed magenta line shows a model fit to
mean-field theory equation with square-root dependence.

when considered in concert with our DFT predictions clearly
indicates that it does not arise from laser plasma lines or other
spectral artifacts. The origin of these responses is unclear
at present since there are no predicted optical transitions in
this energy range to which the laser may be quasiresonant.
However, the data shown do provide guidance for us in terms
of the optimal laser wavelengths to utilize in our studies.

A key signature of CDW amplitude modes is their soften-
ing and broadening when warming across TCDW. We perform
temperature-dependent Raman measurements in the range of
4–90 K using 476-nm laser excitation [Fig. 2(a)] to moni-
tor changes of the modes relevant to the CDW instability.
Figure 2(a) shows evolution of Raman spectra acquired at
different temperatures in and out of the CDW phase with a
sample fit shown for the scan taken at 4 K. The shaded gray
hatched areas are fits to the Rayleigh background, while the E
(A) symmetry modes are in purple (gold). The weak 100-cm−1

zone-folded mode is also shown (in bright green), and the fact
that it stays static all the way across the CDW phase only to
disappear at T > TCDW further validates our assignment that
it originates from zone-folding mechanisms. The hallmark
softening of CDW amplitude modes is clearly observed as
the sample temperature is raised with both modes redshifting
and broadening, finally becoming unresolvable at T > 70 K
[Figs. 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c)]. We will elaborate upon the power-
law scaling of these modes in the discussion section.

In Fig. 3(a) we focus on a less commonly examined
behavior in Group V TMD materials: the two-phonon mode.

FIG. 3. (a) Temperature-dependent Raman spectra of the higher
frequency modes in the metallic phase using 532 nm laser excitation.
(b) Evolution of the two-phonon mode frequencies with temperature
in and out of the CDW phase as a function of temperature. Below
TCDW, the mode freezes in response to the CDW modulation while
softens at higher temperatures. (c) FWHM of the high wave number
optical mode at 1A1g 404 cm−1 showing similar broadening response
at higher temperatures whereas the phonon linewidth remains con-
sistent in the CDW regime.

This Raman feature is associated with the strong momentum-
dependent electron-phonon coupling near the CDW wave vec-
tor. The two-phonon mode represents a second order process
where phonon-assisted scattering of the electrons near the
Fermi level leads to the creation of two phonons with equal
and opposite wave vectors (i.e.,

⇀

q1 + ⇀

q2 = 0) [43]. All
phonons that satisfy this condition collectively contribute to
the two-phonon mode leading to its large width. Usually mul-
tiphonon Raman processes are weaker than their one phonon
counterparts, yet in TMDs with CDW transitions such modes
tend to be rather strong [50]. The reason being that the Raman
scattering amplitudes for this anomalous feature contains a
term proportional to the magnitude of the associated electron-
phonon coupling constant, which in materials that exhibit
CDW and SC phase transitions is much more dominant [43].
While driving the CDW transition, the ability of the electrons
to screen phonon increases, which develops a sharper and
deeper Kohn anomaly, but broader and weaker two-phonon
mode. Therefore, monitoring the shift of this mode with tem-
perature provides an indirect measure of the phonon branch
renormalization, owing to the onset of the CDW phase.

With regards to the remaining optical modes identified
in Fig. 1(a), the behavior across TCDW is less dramatic. The
out-of-plane (A1g) high-wave number mode at 404 cm−1 re-
mains prominent upon cooling [Fig. 3(a)] and survives to
4 K at which point it has slightly blueshifted and sharpened.
Other in-plane modes at 245 cm−1 (E1g) and 290 cm−1 (E2g)
show insignificant shifts (Supplemental material Fig. S1) [51],
however, the 290-cm−1 (E2g) mode weakens in concert with
the two-phonon mode despite being a �-point mode. The
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FIG. 4. (a) Fermi-function-divided EDCs with increasing tem-
perature through the TCDW. (b) The green dot on the schematic plot
of the Fermi surface in the inset shows the momentum location of
the Fermi-function-divided EDCs in (a). Temperature dependence
of the spectral weight at the chemical potential. Extrapolation of
L(T ) = 1 − I (T,ω=0)

I (T,ω=ωpeak ) to zero provides an estimate of T ∗ ∼ 240 K,

which is much higher than TCDW.

interlayer shear mode at 26 cm−1 (E2g) in Fig. 1(b) remains
prominent with decreasing temperature, indicating that the
formation of a largely 2D CDW mode [52,53] is eventually
overshadowed by the CDW amplitude modes. The sharpening
of the 404 cm−1 (A1g) mode upon cooling to low temperature
[Fig. 3(c)] appears to display the same trend as the frequency
of the two-phonon mode, which suggests a common origin
behind its anharmonicity.

Finally, we analyze temperature-dependent ARPES data
from 2H-TaS2 in Fig. 4. To this end, we first focus on
energy distribution curves (EDCs) in Fig. 4(a), where an EDC
is ARPES intensity as a function of energy at a specific
momentum location [54]. These EDCs have been divided by
the resolution-broadened Fermi function to approximately de-
convolute the effects of energy resolution and Fermi function.
Note that the same data set has been used in separate studies
by our team in Ref. [24]. The inset of Fig. 4(b) shows the
momentum location of the Fermi-function-divided EDCs in
Fig. 4(a). It is to be noted that the electronic energy in Fig. 4(a)
is referenced with respect to the chemical potential (μ) of
the system. The Fermi-function-divided EDC at the lowest
temperature shows that its peak closest to μ is actually located
at a negative energy indicating the presence of an energy
gap due to CDW instability. In the present case, the exact
magnitude of energy gap, however, cannot be determined
from the ARPES data. This is because the minimum of the
Fermi-function-divided EDC at each temperature is located
at a positive energy, which cannot be detected unambiguously
by ARPES. Such particle-hole asymmetry in the energy gap is
anticipated for a CDW system like 2H-TaS2, where the CDW
wave vector is not directly connected to Fermi surface nesting.
Nevertheless, the presence or absence of an energy gap from
ARPES data can be ascertained.

IV. DISCUSSION

The CDW amplitude modes are linked to the CDW com-
plex order parameter and are therefore expected to exhibit

mean-field like temperature dependence [45],

ωi
CDW(T ) ∝

√
1 − T

TCDW
, (1)

where ωi
CDW(T ) is the temperature-dependent mode fre-

quency for amplitude mode. We display the temperature-
dependent amplitude mode frequencies for the E and A sym-
metry amplitude modes in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) to illustrate that
in 2H-TaS2 this expectation fails dramatically. Mode soft-
ening is apparently incomplete, with both amplitude modes
retaining nonzero frequencies immediately before the phase
transition. This behavior is frequently observed in CDW ma-
terials and is frequently attributed to short-range fluctuations
out of phase with local CDW order as in the case of 2H-NbSe2

[55], TiSe2 [56,57], and other CDW materials [58–60]. The
pink dashed curve in each figure is a model fit to the expected
mean-field dependence, which clearly cannot capture the ob-
served temperature dependence. If we instead relax the fitting
function to have a varying power β and varying coefficient

ωi
CDW(T ) = A ωi

o

(
1 − T

TCDW

)β

, (2)

we find that an excellent fit can be obtained that provides
reasonable values for TCDW but unreasonable values for β ≈
0.05. The departure from square-root dependence of CDW
phonon softening has been observed in other CDW systems
such as TiSe2 [56,57], K2SeO4 [61], A0.3MoO3 (A = K, Rb)
[62] and numerous rare-earth tritelluride compounds [58–60]
with values of β ranging from 0.08 to 0.3. A very recent study
of amplitude modes in 2H-TaS2 observes this deviation as
well, but fits their data using a modified mean-field fit [23].

While a mean-field theory approach is unable to capture
the temperature dependence of CDW modes Eamp and Aamp,
finite-temperature DFT is successful at it [40]. Figures 5(a)
and 5(b) compare DFT and experimental data for the change
in frequency of Eamp and Aamp CDW modes as temperature
increases. The scale in the figure is much tighter than in
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). The experimental trend is well repro-
duced for both modes, and an amazing quantitative match
is found for Aamp. Such excellent agreement supports the
modeling strategy we implemented to simulate the incom-
mensurate CDW. It also validates the atomic structure we
determined to be the equilibrium configuration in the CDW
phase. Comparing Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), it is apparent that
in-plane movement of Ta atoms is behind the formation of
the CDW phase. This Ta-atom displacement was observed
experimentally [63]. The final structure displays a triangular
superlattice, much like what has been seen for 2H-NbSe2 [64].
Lastly, we note that our DFT calculations and experimental
data disagree markedly with recent results where the authors
claim to observe many more of CDW modes than we do and
assign them as zone-folded phonons [23].

The temperature dependence of the two-phonon mode at
T > TCDW is another curious behavior. We begin with the
normal phase where the dominant two-phonon feature at
180 cm−1 in the 300 K spectrum softens and broadens with
decreasing temperature in conjunction with the broadening of
the in-plane E2g mode at 290 cm−1 [Fig. 3(a)]. Second-order
scattering processes such as this have contributions from an
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FIG. 5. (a) Frequency of the Eamp CDW modes at each tempera-
ture obtained using DFT and compared with experimental observa-
tions. (b) Frequency of the Aamp CDW modes at each temperature
obtained using DFT and compared with experimental observations.
(c) Lattice configuration of bulk 2H -TaS2 at 300 K in the normal
metallic phase. (d) Evolution of a triangular configuration in the
CDW regime.

ensemble of phonons belonging to multiple acoustic branches,
with equal and opposite momentum that traces the CDW
wave vector qCDW. The softening of the two-phonon feature
from 180 cm−1 at 300 K to 150 cm−1 at 90 K shown in
Fig. 3(b) (green points) is a response to the renormalization
of the phonon frequencies approaching the phase transition
temperature and a sign that the instability in the lattice is
present at temperatures much higher than TCDW. Interestingly,
we also find that the linewidth of the dominant 404-cm−1

mode [Fig. 3(c)] follows the same functional form as the
two-phonon mode, suggesting that phonon-lifetime of the A1g

optical mode is correlated with structural instability and the
presence of a pseudogap indicated by the two-phonon feature.
We note that defects provide one mechanism for stabilizing
CDW above the critical temperature as has been shown in the
scanning tunneling microscopy measurements of NbSe2 [65].

We find that the high-temperature shift of the two-phonon
mode correlates with changes in the ARPES data above
TCDW. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. A closer look at Fig. 4(a)
highlights that with increasing temperature, the strength of
the peaks of the Fermi-function-divided EDCs get weaker,
but the energy locations of the peaks are essentially the
same. Even though the spectra at temperatures above TCDW

do not possess well-defined peaks, a clear signature of the
suppression of low energy spectral weight is always present.
This implies the CDW energy gap persists even in the normal
state, i.e., for temperatures above TCDW. The survival of CDW
energy gap even at ∼100 K (>TCDW), evidences a non-BCS
like phase transition at TCDW. This is consistent with the
observations in Figs. 2 and 3. The persistent energy gap above
the transition temperature closely resembles the enigmatic
pseudogap phase in underdoped cuprate high temperature

superconductors (HTSCs) [66]. It is then natural to expect
that similar to the pseudogap closing temperature in cuprate
HTSCs, there would also be a temperature T ∗ in 2H-TaS2

at which the normal state CDW energy gap disappears. We
obtain an approximate value of T ∗ by conducting an analysis
of the filling up of the energy gap via an accumulation
of spectral weight at zero energy (ω) as a function of T.
We plot L(T ) = 1 − I (T,ω=0)

I (T,ω=ωpeak ) for different values of T in
Fig. 4(b), where at a given temperature T , I (T, ω = 0) is
the intensity of the Fermi-function-divided data at ω = 0 and
I (T, ω = ωpeak ) is the intensity at ω = ωpeak with ωpeak being
the energy location of the peak or kink-like structure of the
Fermi-function-divided EDC. Thus, from the extrapolation of
L(T ) to zero, T ∗ can be estimated. Figure 4(b) shows that the
estimated value of T ∗ in the current case is ∼240 K, which
is substantially higher than TCDW ∼ 75 K. Similar analysis
has been extensively used in cuprate HTSCs to determine
pseudogap temperature [67,68] as well as in ZrTe3 [60].
It should be noted that such a large value of T ∗ is not
unprecedented in 2H polytypes of the TMDs—for instance,
ARPES studies on 2H-NbSe2 suggest CDW order close to
room temperatures [69] even though its TCDW ∼ 33 K. The
fact that there is a temperature range in which the structural
instability, manifested by softening of the two-phonon mode,
coexists with an energy gap above TCDW, suggests that they are
connected. This reiterates the significance of electron-phonon
coupling in the CDW instability of 2H-TaS2 and that of
incommensurate TMDs, in general.

To better understand how temperature affects the
vibrational modes of 2H-TaS2 and at what temperature
the first signs of structural instability appear, we calculated
the phonon band structure at different temperatures across the
CDW transition. The phonon band structures are calculated
with the standard 2H-TaS2 unit cell (6 atoms, 18 bands),
instead of our usual 3 × 3 × 1 supercell. While this enabled
us to clearly follow the changes of each band it does not
allow for a direct modeling of the incommensurate CDW
phase as the cell is too small to allow atomic rearrangement.
Therefore, we apply the same compressive strain along the c
axis and Fermi surface smearing used in the prior super-cell
simulations. We computed the phonon band structure using
several k-point meshes (8×8×8, 12×12×12, 16×16×16,
and 24×24×24), to guarantee convergence, and the present
results obtained using a 24×24×24 k-point mesh. The
complete picture of the phonon band structure of 2H-TaS2 at
six different temperatures (T = 300, 280, 250, 150, 70, and 30
K) is presented in Fig. 6. The three acoustic (red curves) and
three quasiacoustic bands (blue curves) shown in Figs. 6(a)
and 6(b), respectively, are separated from the optical bands
[Fig. 6(c), black curves] by a large (75 cm−1) indirect phonon
frequency gap. Approaching the CDW transition temperature,
while the optical bands exhibit essentially no temperature de-
pendence close to TCDW [Fig. 6(c)], the story is quite different
for the acoustic and quasiacoustic modes. Our calculations of
the full acoustic phonon dispersion at different temperatures,
indicate that the phonon frequencies remain positive until
280 K. For all temperatures at or below 250 K we observe
signs of a lattice instability as negative phonon frequencies
appear in the acoustic branches along the ГM direction.
Below 100 K, the same acoustic branches become negative
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FIG. 6. DFT-calculated phonon dispersion curves for 2H -TaS2. The (a) acoustic, (b) quasiacoustic, and (c) optical modes are presented
at temperatures in and out of the CDW phase (T = 300, 280, 250, 150, 100, 70, and 30 K). The conventional unit cell is used for these
calculations.

along the �K direction as well. The quasiacoustic branches
show a very similar temperature dependence as presented in
Fig. 6(b). However, we find a curious behavior near the K
point where the quasiacoustic branches increase in energy,
while the acoustic branches decrease and become negative
with decreasing temperature. While investigating unit cell
vibrational modes does not allow for the qualitative estimate
of the temperature at which the incommensurate CDW phase
forms (TCDW), it reveals that structural instabilities start at
temperatures much higher than the expected TCDW. This is,
again, in good agreement with our experimental findings.

Finally, to understand the evolution of the two-phonon
mode with temperature, we compare the DFT predictions for
both unit cell and 3 × 3 × 1 supercell to the experimental
results (Supplemental Material, Fig. S2) [51]. Unit cell calcu-
lations allow us to identify the location of the Kohn anomaly,
which is found between the � and M points, but are limited
by the fact that the tiny cell does not permit significant atomic
rearrangement. An excellent agreement is found between the
3 × 3 × 1 DFT results and the experimental ones, while the
unit cell DFT findings show the correct trend but predicts a
red shift three times larger than the one obtained for the 3 × 3
× 1 supercell. One advantage of DFT modeling is that it gives
access to the actual vibrations related to each identified mode,
and the atomic vibration corresponding to the two-phonon
mode are shown in Fig. S2 [51].

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we carried out a correlated experimental-
theoretical study of CDWs in 2H-TaS2. These observations
confirm the presence of two amplitude modes and a zone-
folded mode below TCDW that exhibit an anomalous temper-
ature dependence. DFT successfully capture this behavior and
provide a physical picture regarding the atomic displacements
arising from CDW amplitude modes. Analysis of the two-
phonon mode is correlated with ARPES and DFT data to
suggest the presence of short-range CDW order even well
above the phase transition temperature. These results show
that CDWs in layered systems are more complicated than
previously thought and that CDW physics is relevant even at
temperatures well above TCDW.
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